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Proper Citation

UNAVCO Geodetic Web Services (RRID:SCR_000181)

Resource Information

URL: http://www.unavco.org/data/web-services/documentation/unavco-ws-api/

Proper Citation: UNAVCO Geodetic Web Services (RRID:SCR_000181)

Description: Web services to access UNAVCO data collection. Adding /gps, /met, /pore, /tilt, and /strain gives the sensor JSON description.

Resource Type: web service, software resource, data access protocol

Keywords: geodesy, geophysics, gps, pore, tilt, strain, json, met, data

Resource Name: UNAVCO Geodetic Web Services

Resource ID: SCR_000181

Alternate IDs: SciRes_000177

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for UNAVCO Geodetic Web Services.

No alerts have been found for UNAVCO Geodetic Web Services.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics
We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.